Preservation and regeneration of β cell endocrine function is a long-sought goal in diabetes research. Defective insulin secretion from β cells underlies both type 1 and type 2 diabetes, thus fueling considerable interest in molecules capable of rebuilding β cell secretion capacity. Though early work in rodents suggested that regeneration might be possible, recent studies have revealed that aging powerfully restricts cell cycle entry of β cells, which may limit regeneration capacity. Consequently, aging has emerged as an enigmatic challenge that might limit β cell regeneration therapies. This Review summarizes recent data regarding the role of aging in β cell regeneration and proposes models explaining these phenomena.

**Insulin secretion governs glucose homeostasis and diabetes pathophysiology**

Insulin secretion is at the heart of the endocrine axis controlling glucose homeostasis, with additional roles that regulate metabolism, energy homeostasis, reproduction, skeletal physiology, somatic growth, and other core physiological functions. Deficient insulin action is a key component of the pathophysiology of both type 1 and type 2 diabetes. Type 1 diabetes results from autoimmune destruction of pancreatic β cells, which decreases the total number of cells capable of secreting insulin and other hormones (1). Normal glucose homeostasis becomes disrupted in type 1 diabetes as a result of gradual reduction in β cell mass and subsequent failure of the residual insulin-secreting β cells to compensate. Traditional views of type 2 diabetes pathophysiology centered on resistance to peripheral insulin action as the primary driver of altered glucose homeostasis, informed by early observations of insulin resistance in type 2 diabetes (2). Defective β cell function is another early hallmark of type 2 diabetes; abnormalities in insulin secretion have been documented in some individuals many years before the onset of overt type 2 diabetes (3, 4), and many have concluded that insufficient β cell function also plays a central role in type 2 diabetes pathophysiology (5, 6). In the end, increased insulin demand combined with defective insulin secretion results in β cells that are unable to adequately compensate for increased metabolic demand. Insufficient insulin secretion leads to ambient hyperglycemia, which worsens β cell function and ultimately leads to a downward spiral of impaired glucose homeostasis and frank type 2 diabetes. Thus, insufficient β cell function is a central component in the pathophysiology of both types of diabetes.

**β cell regeneration as an antidiabetic therapeutic strategy**

β cell replacement strategies have historically focused on transplantation of islets or engineered insulin-secreting cells, but have lately broadened to include studies aimed at regeneration of endogenous β cell function. Recent developmental biology studies revealed that the vast majority of adult β cells are derived from other β cells in mice (7–9). This observation reinvigorated studies on mature β cells, in the hope that such work would lead to the development of novel antidiabetes therapies (10), assuming that the underlying cause of β cell loss could be somehow overcome. However, substantial challenges remain to create safe and durable clinical therapies that robustly regenerate β cell function. β Cell selectivity is a notable concern, as some putative β cell mitogenic signals may also promote growth of other cells. For example, the glucagon-like peptide receptor signals, which are putative β cell regenerative signals, may also activate calcitonin-producing parafollicular cells (C cells) of the mediullary thyroid (11).

**Aging impairs human β cell function**

Age-associated deteriorations in β cell function may contribute to type 2 diabetes risk (Figure 1). The vast majority of patients diagnosed with the disease are in the fifth and sixth decades of life (12). The prevalence of gestational diabetes, which is closely related to type 2 diabetes, is similarly increased in mothers of advanced age (13). Moreover, islets from aged donors result in worse transplantation outcomes compared with those from young donors (14). Studies in humans suggest that aging may independently impair β cell function (15–18). The mechanism of age-related β cell dysfunction is difficult to discern, in that aging may exert a distinct influence on human β cell turnover as well as function (Table 1). Indeed, Donath and colleagues report that islets from aged human donors have reduced amounts of β cell turnover compared with those from younger donors (19).

**Age-dependent decline in cell cycle entry of β cells**

Although rodent β cells have traditionally been thought to undergo frequent turnover, recent studies suggest that cell cycle entry of β cells may be severely limited in advanced age. A highly cited thymidine analog–labeling study by Finegood, Scaglia, and Bonner-Weir reported that β cells replicated every 1–3 months in young rats (20). However, our work reveals that β cell turnover declines markedly by 12 months of age in mice (approximately 0.07% cell turnover per day) (21). Minimal β cell proliferation has also been observed by other investigators in mice that were more than one year old (22, 23). Given that one year of age corresponds to approximately 40% of the natural life span of mice, these studies imply that β cells in mature mammals might proliferate far less than previously appreciated. Indeed, landmark studies by Clark, Cnop, and colleagues reveal that human β cells and α cells may also be very long lived (24, 25). The authors observed an age-dependent increase in lipofuscin content within human β cells from autopsies, implying that human β cell and α cell turnover occurs very infrequently. Similarly, thymidine analog incorporation
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studies of human cancer patients by Perl et al. reveal minimal β cell turnover in patients 31 years or older (26). C14 content studies of human cancer patients by Perl et al. reveal minimal β metabolic demand are accompanied by β cell mass is under homeostatic control. Conditions of increased β cell regeneration capacity continuously decreases from early adulthood to middle age. As basal β cell regeneration drops to very low levels, adaptive capacity is greatly decreased.

Age-dependent changes in β cell regeneration capacity

β Cell regeneration therapies might have limited efficacy in aged mammals. Studies in young rodents have suggested that adult β cell mass is under homeostatic control. Conditions of increased metabolic demand are accompanied by β cell mass expansion (30). Similarly, a wide variety of β cell reduction studies reveal that β cells can regenerate in young rodents (31–35). By inference, these studies imply that β cell regeneration might also be possible in human diabetic patients. However, the infrequent turnover of β cells in aged mammals strongly implies that adaptive cell cycle entry of β cells could be similarly restricted, which might limit β cell regeneration. Prior to 2009, virtually all β cell regeneration studies examined very young mice in the first few months of life (31). While mice are sexually mature soon after weaning and are therefore technically adults, they are nevertheless very young (2 months of age is ~6% of natural life span). Indeed, young mice and rats continue to develop and grow until around 5 months (36, 37). We therefore tested β cell regeneration capacity as a function of age, performing 50% partial pancreatectomy (PPx) on mice across a broad range of ages and measuring BrdU incorporation. Consistent with previous studies, PPx-induced β cell regeneration was robust in 1.5-month-old mice. β Cell regeneration was similarly robust in 8-month-old mice. In contrast, 12-month-old mice exhibited a much smaller increase in β cell proliferation. Moreover, the PPx-induced regenerative response in β cells was barely detectable or totally absent in two cohorts of older mice (14 months and 18 months, respectively) (38). Notably, PPx induced a pancreatic acinar cell regeneration response (increased BrdU incorporation) that was preserved into old age age (14 months and 18 months). Similarly, the regenerative response to low-dose streptozotocin was severely reduced in aged mice (14 months) compared with young rodents. We also tested exendin-4, a potent glucagon-like peptide, which may promote β cell proliferation. Exendin-4 had a minimal effect on the β cells of aged mice (14 months) but increased β cell proliferation in young mice. Importantly, Blushan and colleagues also reported an age-dependent decline in β cell proliferation in response to exendin-4 or dietary fat-induced obesity by 7 months of age (39). Regeneration of β cells may be similarly restricted in non-human primates. Butler and colleagues and Rhodes and colleagues recently reported similar studies, in which they found that exen-

Can aged rodent β cells regenerate in response to environmental cues?

Recent studies suggest that β cells may have some ability to enter the cell cycle. Kaufman and colleagues tested the islet-autonomous effects of aging upon β cell regeneration by transplanting islets from young mice or old mice (20–24 months) into young recipients (41). As expected, β cell replication was low when islets of either age group were transplanted into normoglycemic recipients (~0.5% per day in both young and old islet transplants). However, β cell replication was robustly stimulated when islets from either young or old mice were transplanted into hyperglycemic recipients, with no difference in the regenerative response between young and old transplants (~8% per day in both cohorts). Guo and colleagues recently reported similar studies, in which they found that exen-

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models of β cell turnover</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing β cell turnover</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age-dependent decline in β cell turnover</td>
<td>21–26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age-dependent decline in β cell regeneration capacity</td>
<td>38, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient mitogenic stimulus in aging β cells</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regenerative capacity of β cells present</td>
<td>22, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced with age</td>
<td>22, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age-dependent increase of CDKIs in β cells</td>
<td>39, 43, 47, 48, 55, 58, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased length of cell cycle in aged β cells</td>
<td>8, 60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
detected within islets from aged donors (≥34 years). In 2-year-old hyperglycemic mice, Bulavin and colleagues observed streptozotocin-induced β cell proliferation (43). Similarly, Dor and colleagues observed small (but statistically significant) increases in β cell proliferation in 21- and 25-month-old mice following diphtheria toxin–driven β cell death, a provocative stimulus (22). Importantly, none of the studies were able to assess whether increases in β cell proliferation translated to increased β cell mass. Nevertheless, these studies indicate that β cells from aged mammals might, in some situations, be coaxed into the cell cycle.

**Age-dependent regulation of the cell cycle by p16 INK4a**

Considerable progress has been made in unraveling the molecular regulation of β cell proliferation as well as the mechanisms of age-dependent changes in cell cycle entry of β cells (Figure 2 and refs. 44–46). p16INK4a, a cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor (CDKI) encoded by the Cdkn2a locus, has emerged as a key control point for cell cycle entry of β cells, along with the molecular regulators of this pathway. Sharpless and colleagues observed that p16INK4a expression correlated with increased age in a variety of mouse tissues, including islets (47). Proliferation of β cells was reduced in mice with an additional copy of the Cdkn2a locus, as well as in mice with a dominant-negative allele that disrupts p38 MAPK signaling (48). Conversely, β cell proliferation was increased in p16INK4a knockout mice. Thus, p16INK4a increases with age and appears to mediate an age-associated decline in the replicative capacity of mouse islets. This work, in combination with studies of p16INK4a in neural stem cells and hematopoiesis (49, 50), reveals that the effects of aging on cell cycle exit could be due to high levels of CDKIs. Moreover, genome-wide association studies identified an association between SNPs near the p16INK4a locus, with differential histone modifications noted in Bmi1 knockout islets. Bmi1 knockout mice exhibited reduced β cell mass and modest glucose intolerance, akin to accelerated aging (39, 55). Kim and colleagues similarly studied the role of enhancer of zeste homolog 2 (EZH2), another polycomb group protein (56). Islet EZH2 expression decreased with age, which was associated with derepression of the p16INK4a locus. Ezh2 knockout islets had increased p16INK4a expression, reduced β cell proliferation, and subsequent reduction of β cell mass. Together these studies reinforce the idea that the p16INK4a critically regulates β cell mass expansion in an age-associated manner. Moreover, they reveal that epigenetic regulation may have a powerful role in this process and in diabetes pathophysiology as a whole (57).

**Mitogenic regulation of cell cycle entry in aged β cells**

Although considerable attention has been given to potential β cell mitogenic signals in young rodents, investigators have begun to question how relevant these studies are to human β cell mass expansion (44, 46). The role of mitogenic signaling in age-dependent cell cycle exit of β cells has received little attention. However, a study by Bulavin and colleagues revealed that p38 MAPK signals may influence CDKI expression in aged islets (43). The authors studied aged p38MAPK mutant mice (22–25 months old) that expressed a dominant-negative allele that disrupts p38 MAPK signals. The mice had reduced islet expression of p16INK4a, p19Arf, and other CDKIs, as well as increased β cell proliferation. Middle-aged p38MAPK mutant mice (10–12 months) had partially rescued streptozotocin-induced β cell regeneration. Moreover, wild-type p33-induced phosphatase 1 (WIP1) seemed to oppose p38 MAPK in islets. Islets from Wip1-null mice had increased p16INK4a, and islets from middle-aged WIP1-overexpressing transgenic mice (11–13 months) exhibited reduced p16INK4a as well as improved regenerative capacity after streptozotocin. This study therefore suggests a mechanistic link between WIP1, p38 MAPK, and p16INK4a in age-dependent cell cycle exit in islets. The upstream signals that influence the age-dependent epigenetic regulation of β cell regeneration are partially known. In a striking series of studies, Kim and colleagues recently showed how PDGF signals influence β cell proliferation and regeneration in an age-dependent manner (58). PDGF receptors and ligand were expressed in neonatal islets but declined thereafter in an age-dependent manner. PDGF treatment increased β cell proliferation in cultured human islets from juvenile donors, but not in islets from adults. PDGF-deficient islets from young mice had reduced β cell proliferation, with a subsequent reduction in β cell mass. Conversely, transgenic PDGF receptor activation increased β cell proliferation and expanded β cell mass. PDGF receptor signals seem to act in part via EZH2, as Ezh2 gene deletion abrogated the enhanced β cell proliferation associated with cell cycle progression of β cells in young mice (54). Thus p16INK4a could be a potential link between aging, metabolic derangements, and β cell failure in type 2 diabetes.
PDGF receptor activation. Taken together, these studies suggest that an age-dependent decline in PDGF signals might influence β cell replication. Moreover, they imply that interventions that augment PDGF signals might stimulate replication among human β cells, assuming that PDGF signals are the “missing link” in the replication of aged β cells. Alternatively, PDGF signals may be just one piece of a complicated puzzle that ultimately determines the replicative capacity of β cells as a function of age.

**How does β cell mass expansion become restricted with age?**

As the above discussion illustrates, substantial evidence exists to support roles for specific molecular pathways in age-dependent restriction of cell cycle entry within β cells. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that any single molecule or pathway will completely explain the effect of aging upon β cell generation. To address this theoretical challenge, broader hypotheses must be considered. The following sections of this Review discuss the overarching themes of aging and developmental biology and propose specific hypotheses that might explain the limited cell cycle entry of β cells or their progenitors in aged mammals.

**Does extended cell cycle length limit β cell mass expansion?** Regeneration of β cells may be limited by extended cell cycle length. Initial studies with neonatal rodent islets suggested that total cell cycle length (defined as the start of one cell division event to the next) was only a few hours and did not change with age (59). To examine β cell regeneration, we carried out sequential thymidine-labeling studies in young mice. Although our study was primarily directed toward the goal of elucidating cell origins of adult β cells, we also assessed the replicative history of adult β cells over a long time span. Surprisingly, in young mice, β cells that have just divided appear mostly incapable of immediately undergoing an additional round of cell division for a few months (8). We termed this phenomenon the replication refractory period to denote the prolonged G0 stage of cell cycle that prevents a subsequent round of cell division within those cells that have recently completed a previous round of cell division. Dor and colleagues have recently confirmed this observation in β cells and pancreatic acinar cells, and further discovered that the replication refractory period appears to lengthen with age (60). Together, these two studies show that a very long cell cycle length may govern turnover of β cells under basal or some regenerative conditions. Could the replication refractory period continue to lengthen in postnatal life and thus limit cell cycle entry in aged β cells?

**Does stochastic aging limit β cell mass expansion?** The age-dependent reduction in cell cycle entry of aged β cells might be a form of somatic stem cell aging, as hypothesized to influence many other tissues (61). In this scenario, the replicative capacity of β cells might “burn out” due to accumulation of DNA mutations that elicit checkpoints, ultimately resulting in the loss of β cell regeneration capacity in aged mammals. Consequently, β cell aging might be predicted to be a stochastic and cell-autonomous process. A corollary to this hypothesis is that β cell–regenerative stimuli and signals might be fully present in aged mammals despite the lack of regenerative β cell responses; augmentation of mitogenic signals might have little effect on β cell mass expansion in aged mammals. Somatic aging of β cells might also be subject to pathological stressors. For example, conditions that promote DNA damage such as reactive oxygen species might accelerate cell cycle exit among β cells.

Alternatively, somatic aging of β cells could be caused by organismal aging due to non–cell-autonomous processes, as observed by Rando and colleagues in aging muscle and liver (62). Notably the regenerative capacity of muscle and liver is only partially blunted by age, in contrast to the potent effects of age on β cells. In aging muscle and liver, cell cycle exit of aged β cells could result from lack of somatic growth factors, or from the accumulation of circulating growth inhibitors. Such systemic organismal aging would imply that restoration of somatic growth factors to youthful levels might allow cell cycle entry of aged β cells.

**Is adult β cell mass expansion limited after puberty?** Expansion of β cells might slow or even cease in postpubertal adult life, in a manner equivalent to somatic growth of the skeleton and associated soft tissues. Prepubertal skeletal growth is powerfully regulated by pituitary-produced growth hormone, which acts to increase IGF-1 to promote growth of the skeleton and cartilaginous tissues (63). Pubertal estrogens accelerate the somatic skeletal growth response to IGF-1, but also act to mature the growth plate. As a result, the adult skeletal growth plate is ultimately rendered unresponsive to IGF-1. The dramatic decline in β cell mass expansion with age suggests that islets could similarly undergo cell cycle exit. If so, islets could reach a mature total mass, after which further growth would be restricted. We have shown that β cell mass expansion dramatically slows around one year of age in mice (38). Similarly, recent studies by Butler and colleagues revealed stable β cell mass across the adult human life span (28). Notably, some organisms such as specific kinds of Osteichthyes (bony fish) exhibit slow somatic growth that continues well after sexual maturity; sturgeon continue to grow slowly decades after sexual maturity (64). Could adult human β cells similarly harbor a capacity to slowly expand into adulthood? Interestingly, Butler and colleagues observe increased cell mass in obese subjects (28). Thus, it is possible that specific stimuli might expand aged β cells under some circumstances. However, given the well-documented age-dependent decline in cell cycle entry within aged β cells, how might β cell mass expand in response to obesity? Self-renewal of pre-existing β cells seems unlikely given low levels of β cell turnover observed in aged subjects. Could tissue stem cells contribute to new β cells in obese aged individuals? Alternatively, might β cell mass expansion occur in obese adolescents, when β cell regenerative capacity is robust? Such answers will require rigorous experimentation in aged model organisms.

**What will it take to regenerate human β cells?**

Substantial challenges remain before regeneration of β cell function can be safely achieved for diabetes patients. A diverse range of theories and opinions exist regarding the pathophysiology of age-related decline in cell cycle entry in β cells. Clearly, not all of the above-mentioned theories will turn out to be correct, and much remains to be learned. Moreover, undiscovered factors and phenomena probably influence cell cycle entry of aged β cells. The field must aggressively work to reconcile the vast body of disparate and seemingly opposing data regarding whether β cells exit cell cycle and how this phenomena occurs. Successful human β cell regeneration will require rigorous experimentation across a broad range of scientific disciplines and investigator perspectives. Sophisticated human islet xenotransplantation models or tissue banks from human surgical specimens will be essential to resolve the regenerative capacity of human β cells. Due to the inherent challenges in conducting human islet studies, it will be important to conduct studies to independently confirm or refute high-pro-
file hypotheses with complementary tools, additional model organisms, and animals from a broader range of ages. Widespread adoption of precise quantitative methodologies will also be critical to determine how many new β cells are generated under various circumstances. Given recent evidence that a few β cells in some aged mice attempt to expand under diabetic conditions, it seems possible that we may ultimately be able to expand β cells in a safe and predictable manner.
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